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Discussing the new schedule at New building for SSI. Expect a response, even a negative
answer, from the Japanese on Fukoshima. Interview last night with Kerry Cassidy, 
Camelot. (26 min). USA Aircraft carrier in British Isles, Americans were informed few 
months before that Russians had technology to take out communications. They used 
Submarine below and aircraft above to make the Aircraft Carrier part of the Plasma, 
which jammed the communications. Welcome Peace movement and provide technology 
to make lesser countries equal. Negotiations with one of the 3 top Space programs in the 
world, which would open all Keshe Foundation available. Possible block going on. 
Cannot use for Military and will be open. NASA wanted flag remove. The Belgium's 
poisoned also Marco on last attempt. People are mostly only taking and not giving, 
selfishness needs to be overcome. Lot of in-depth teaching goes on in Chinese, Spanish, 
Health, and children's. Do not just rely on Keshe for teaching. Keshe has a "limited 
teaching time" the clock is ticking, it is for everyone not just for special groups. He 
regrets how "physical" the teachings have become. Russians have developed a flying 
ship, hopefully they will open it to public. "If you gain through us, share with us."   (:54). 
Music needed in space. Musical instrument developed to imitate human voice. Can Nano 
coat effect sound. Needs to experiment on it. The vibration touches emotions. Would the 
nano coat instrument effect the emotion more. Nano coating will create bandwidth 
filtering. (1:16). That's how you protect yourself in space, nano coat can block certain 
radiations. Stars give off sounds. They say sound can't travel through space because it's a 
vacuum.  Light is created on stars through friction of fields (see book 4). Plastic can be 
sealed with acetone. Voice healing has been with human race since beginning of time. 
(2:07). Talk about CO2 container, coat the Nano plates with silicon so it doesn't dissolve. 
Zinc plate can also make a ZnO which is also like CO2 Gans.   Pain pads tested in China, 
with push ups, fantastic results. HUGE WARNING, once pain is finished, stop using the 
pain pad, because it blocks the pain signal. He had pancreas cancer and developed 
systems to cure. When he broke ribs he did not feel any pain, because he felt that the 
system he was working with short-circuited the pain signal. Pads behave as anti-
inflammatory, they take energy from the liquid in the body. (2:27). These systems are 
MG plasmatic fields, like acupuncture. Pain is an information a plasmatic condition is 
higher then what the neural system can carry. Pain shows itself as a current that needs to 
flow somewhere, a charge release is the pain. The pain pad's MG fields link up with 
bodies and discharges current. You don't use this in Cancer, because you have a pain then
releasing the charge would cause the cancer to grow.  (2:34). Wearing of fancy slippers, 
the little toe gets clipped and inflamed. The displaced toe throws off the nerve system, 
and further adjustments in ankle and finally hip replacements. (2:43). Better to wrap pain 
pad around leg because body becomes part of the plasma. Skin is best example of Plasma
made by nature. Have technology to repair disc damage. Do not use for Headache!  Rick 
developed a double walled jar with a Gans inside sealed from the water added. (2:59). 
Keshe says Rick's invention has huge implications for double layer Gans materials to use 
different ways. Can be used as measurement tools. Can even touch the emotion of man if 
you were to drink from the cup??   Could use for seeds, in this way it has no physical 
contact. Military wants to test on mass samples. For example, can use on a boat of 
refugees, can test instantly for diseases, and treatment. Diagnosis of disease through Gans



recognition of MG fields. Full control of government testing and applications. (3:20). He 
created diamonds and they said don't release. It was flawless. Zirconium tests like 
diamond, related to structure of Amino Acid, related to nano coating of plastic. Don't use 
it on the brain. Let us continue to collectively develop the technology around the world. 
Not to make money but help each other. Pain pad shoes (3 kg) if done right can cure a lot 
of diseases. 


